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CREATING & UPLOADING YOUR ONLINE COURSE CONTENT 
With BARBARA MUTEDZI 

 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this course is to help you create your course content in such a way that it is: 
1. Easy for you to FORMULATE 
2. Easy for you to UPLOAD it onto an online dashboard 
3. ATTRACTIVE to potential clients or customers hereinafter referred to jointly as clients 
4. Easy for your clients to FOLLOW 
 
You will notice that I have placed some words in the text below in CAPITAL LETTERS. 
Note that these are major things you need to look into if you haven’t done so already. 
 
I have used the same tactics as represented in this pdf with my 5 courses all currently uploaded online using the 
Course craft platform. For a quick look, here are quick links and information to the online courses I created and 
uploaded:   
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EXAMPLES OF COURSES CURATED  
BY DESIGN YOUR LIFE FOUNDATION BARBARA MUTEDZI 

 
https://designyourlifefoundation.com/courses/ 

 
 

 
 

If knowledge is power, then knowledge about yourself is self-empowerment (Dr. Joe Dispenza).  
If knowledge is potential power, then knowledge of yourself is realizing and ACTING on the power within 

you 
 
 

These courses will help you start the journey toward self-leadership, by guiding you along as you figure 
out your life purpose, so you can design the life you want to lead, by planning and setting goals along 
the way! 
 
 

In order to lead others, we have to be able to lead yourself first.  
Only when we have taken the journey, can we help others transform into their better selves. 

 
 
 

Links to the live courses curated 
Self-Leadership Program IV 

https://coursecraft.net/courses/z9VN3  
 

Conscious Leadership Program I Self-Administered 
https://coursecraft.net/courses/z9STy 

 
Conscious Leadership Coaching Program I – with EMAIL support 

https://coursecraft.net/courses/z9ZNT 
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LET’S BEGIN WITH YOURS 
STEP 1: KNOW WHY YOU WANT TO HAVE AN ONLINE COURSE 

 
Knowing why you want to have an online course, allows us to IDENTIFY THE PLATFORM we are going to use for 
the course, as well as THE AUDIENCE who accesses that platform. Having this at the back of your mind also 
starts the process or contributes to the LANGUAGE that you are going to use as you start MARKETING your 
online course.  
 
Knowing you, your offering, DIFFERENTIATION factor - brand if you will - will be important in ‘credentialising’ 
why you would be the best person to offer this service. TESTIMONIALS to courses are also great in this regard. 
As human beings we work on trust, and the more we see that there were other people who bought into what 
we are thinking about accessing, the easier it is for us to make the decision to buy into the same thing as well. 
 
This information also allows you to think of the PRICING structure of the course. What audience are you seeking 
out? Where are they and what PAYMENT OPTIONS are available for them? This will help in knowing how 
payment will be received, whether locally, regionally, internationally etc.  
 
Payment options range from online to mobile platforms depending on the audience you are wanting to reach: 
visa, PayPal, Ecocash or equivalent, western union, cash, bank transfer, etc… Payment options also depend on 
the offerings that the online dashboard’s own offerings to those uploading courses.  
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Example on knowing your WHY behind creating the course 
 

 
I created this online course for an international audience, in different geographic locations and therefore 
different time zones. The noon platform allows my clients to have continued access to the resources I 
provide for them regardless of time and zones. I remove myself as a bottleneck for their accelerated 
progress. 
 
With a background in psychology, medical anthropology and neuroscience based coaching, I help my 
clients literally harness and take advantage of the way their brains and minds function for higher 
performance and impact in all areas of their lives and those they serve.  
 
Where outside influences or those they don’t have control of, may hinder progress, I show my clients how 
to tap into the infinite source of our intelligence universe that connects us all as spiritual beings living a 
human life. Below are testimonial from a few of my clients who are consistent high performance making 
impact in theirs and others lives. 
 
Cost for this course is USD… 
From this you will be getting: 
Payment options are….(follow the links) 
 

 
 
 

Example of online digital platforms and dashboards to host your course 
 
 

Coursecraft.net  
https://teachable.com  

https://www.zenler.com 
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STEP 2 
KNOW THE AUDIENCE YOU WANT THIS COURSE TO BE FOR 

 
One of the things that make it easy for me to create content is to imagine that I am literally SITTING ACROSS 
from the person I am ‘teaching’ or ‘coaching’.  
 
To be able to do this, one needs to have an ‘IDEAL CLIENT’ in mind. I like conversational type coaching, bringing 
the client along with you. This provides a safe, transparent, non-judgmental space for the client to progress and 
continue on the JOURNEY with you. 
 
Putting together an ARCHETYPE of the ideal client / s: 

1. What is their age group? 
2. What is their gender? 
3. Job title, position, organization and profession? 
4. Education level, household income, property and transport of choice 
5. Their goals, problems they seek to be solved, how you can contribute to their goals and to addressing 

their challenges etc etc 
 
The information from the above would be a good SELLING POINT (a pull effect when marketing your course).  
The information will also contribute to the payment options you can and should make available to this ideal 
client.  
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Example of IDEAL CLIENT 
 
I work with Country Presidents and C-suite executives, helping them positively transform from the 
inside out, for higher performance and impact for themselves as leaders and for those they lead.  
 
They are generally aged 40+, are of both genders, am assuming they have at least an undergraduate 
degree, with higher levels of education to master and PhD a big likelihood and therefore intelligence 
to the force they have within themselves to up level their game. They live in low density areas and 
have access and use higher level resources.  
 
I help them take advantage of their minds and brains for higher performance, thereby leveraging 
their differentiation factor rendering them inaccessible to competition but accessible to those they 
serve because of the higher and more positive impact they provide. 
 

 
 

Example: SELLING POINT: You can rephrase the above to be more engaging, such as: 
 
Are you a C.suite executive looking to up level your performance levels for higher impact in all areas 
of your life (or perhaps one area of their life that your course is focused on) and for those you serve? 
 
Are you looking at taking advantage of the malleability of your mind and brain, rendering your 
competitors noncompetitive to the higher level that you can reach?  
 
Are you looking at making a higher impact in your life, your business and your leadership role?  
 
If so,  this is the course for you… 
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STEP 3 
STEP BY STEP PROCESS – SUBHEADINGS 

 
Once you know the person you are sitting across from, think of: 
1. The STEPS you currently use when signing up a new client  
2. The journey / process / COACHING / ENGAGEMENT MODEL you take them through 
3. The expanded CONTENT that helps your client at each stage 
4. The EXPECTATIONS you have of them in the contract between the two of you 
5. The TIME the course will take and the effort they need to make to be successful 
 
A summary of the above can be part of the INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE, so that the client is fully aware 
before they start the journey, and can also have a reference point to come back to.  
 
The step by step process is really important because each step can then be a SUBHEADING for the course you 
are creating. So for example, here are subheadings we could use: 
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Example 
Heading One: Introduction 

 
Welcome to this course on…. 
I am so happy that you have decided to take this course so that you can… 
 
At the end of this course you will be able to…/ you would have gained…. 
 
This course will help you to…. 
 
Following are the steps that we will take in the course.  
 
We have created the attached worksheet divided into different sections with step by step 
instructions that will make completing this course engaging and tangible for you.  
 

 
 

Example from one of my courses 
Heading Two: Time Frame and What you need 

 
 
I suggest you have a dedicated notebook or diary, because there is going to be a lot of introspection 
that will allow you to come up with tangible systems and processes in your current life that will help 
you progress exponentially! This worksheet will also allow you more space to answer all questions and 
to reflect on your life journey: 

• There are a lot of thought provoking questions. 
• We suggest that an hour a week or even an hour a day 
• Beginning of the day is best for brain activity is high then 
• Quiet space, no distractions 
• Make the time: Lunch hour. Lunch box. Quiet space. Coffee shop, ear phones. When everyone 

is asleep. 
 
You can take as much or as little time as you would like – but preferably before your next face to face 
with me.  
Day / Week / Month 1 is all about ….  
Day / Week / Month 2 should be about ….  
 
Checklist as we start the course: 

1. Dedicated notebook / diary?  
2. Time booked out weekly to reflect on questions and to conduct exercises? 
3. Loved ones – where needed - advised of the journey you are taking? 

If yes to all of the above, great! This is exciting! Download the attached worksheet and Let’s begin! 
 
 
***Once you have the step by step guide, it is now easy to upload the course content, because you are 
following each step as a subheading / upload stage.  
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STEP 4 
WORKSHEETS 

 

 
• As you know, there is power in writing.  
• The more professional looking / but easily understood and accessible the worksheet, the better.  
• If you have a coaching model, use that as a reference point.  
• Make sure you have shared the model in the introduction so the client knows what they will be referring 

back to. Then break the model into steps. For example, if your coaching model is of taking your client from 
Here to a There: 

1. The first stage is to have the client define what the Here is 
2. The next stage is for them to describe what their there is 
3. The third part is to set steps to be taken to close the gap 
4. The fourth part would then be ideas of how to close the gap faster, more intelligently, with more 

rewards, with the required tools etc… 
5. The last part would be the end, with a congratulations to your client, contact details for you in case 

of any questions and links to other courses that you may have. 
 
Example introduction to the worksheet: This worksheet will break down each step for you, charting the course 
that you want to take! Only you can take the reins and only you can sign up and get this party started!! Totally 
excited that you have chosen to do so!  
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STEP 5 
PICTURES, AUDIOS, VIDEOS 

 
It is always a good idea to place more interaction in the course material so that it is not ‘boring’. 
There are different learners out there and it is always a great idea to have different learning and teaching 
methods. 
 
Types of learners: 
1. Visual: prefer pictures, images and spatial learning 
2. Aural: prefer sound and music 
3. Verbal: prefer words, both in speech and writing 
4. Physical: body, hands and sense of touch 
5. Logical: prefer logic, reasoning and systems 
6. Social: learning in groups or with other people 
7. Solitary: prefer working alone and self-study 
 
• Shoot a few videos - perhaps one to introduce yourself, one in the middle and one at the end. Try and 

include as many of the 7 types above. For example: The video will produce the visual, images (take note of 
your background); perhaps have some soft music in the background, speak, use hands and body language as 
extras, have step by step processes explained, suggestion either or both group work and or self-study 
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• Videos / audios can be set as follows: one at the beginning of each stage: congratulating the client for 
finishing the previous tasks, the takeaways that they had, introducing the next stage and what they will 
expect from it. 

• You can do a few audios that can support some of the content you have included 
• If you want to drive a point home, you can upload TEDTalks or other links that elaborate on action points 

etc..; these can also speak to any of the above 7 learning modes that you may not be strong at. 
• Good quality pictures, audios and videos are always a good idea.  
 
** I haven’t put much data into videos and audios at this stage. But this is information I would include in the 
next version of this pdf, I.e. lighting, how to, positioning of camera, how to make it more engaging etc… I will 
also include information on colors, photos etc. 
 
 

STEP 6: THE LAST STAGE - UPLOADING 
 
Upload the information stage by stage and as represented in the worksheet 
1. Introduction 
2. Downloadable link to worksheet 
3. Stage 1 corresponding to worksheet 
4. Stage 2 etc. All corresponding to the worksheet 
5. Congratulations 
6. Further links to further courses and contact details 
 
 
 
Feedback 
• Has this been helpful? 
• If so, what made it helpful? 
• If not, what would make it more helpful? 
 
All feedback is most welcome so we can make sure to provide 
you with all the data that will make creating and uploading 
your online course an easy process to follow. 
 
 
Let’s go further 
Do you have content that you would like to turn into a course? 
We can turn your content into an online course for you. 
 
Contact Barbara on the email address at the end of this 
document, so we can start this journey together. 
 
In the meantime, teach, curate, create and upload! 
 
 
 


